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Figure 1: A user of the Eyebrow-Cliker in the middle of a lik.

Figure 2: Flowhart of the Eyebrow-Cliker algorithm.and a simulated mouse lik is sent to the omputer. Figure 2 shows a owhart of thealgorithm. Five subjets tested the system. The system suessfully determined 93% of thetime when a user attempted to issue a mouse-lik using his or her eyebrows.Referenes[1℄ M. Betke, J. Gips, and P. Fleming. The Camera Mouse: Visual traking of body featuresto provide omputer aess for people with severe disabilities. IEEE Transations on NeuralSystems and Rehabilitation Engineering, 10(1):1{10, Marh 2002.[2℄ M. J. Blak and Y. Yaoob. Traking and reognizing rigid and non-rigid faial motions usingloal parametri models of image motions. In Proeedings of the Fifth International Confereneon Computer Vision, pages 374{381, Cambridge, Massahusetts, June 1995.[3℄ K. Grauman, M. Betke, J. Gips, and G. R. Bradski. Communiation via eye blinks - detetionand duration analysis in real time. In Proeedings of the IEEE Computer Vision and PatternReognition Conferene, Kauai, Hawaii, Deember 2001. IEEE Computer Soiety.


